
                

      

A Miscellany: 
Moondog ephemera, UNI/vers (;),  Guillermo Deisler, Tlaloc, Carmen Winant,  
Dick Higgins & Nam June Paik. 

Fenrick Books. Ridgewood, Queens. 



Moondog. 
Couplets by. 

New York: Moondog Management, 1967.
Single sheet, twice folded. 
Closed: 7” x 8.5”.
Open: 8.5” x 14”.

Good. 
Slight chipping to center fold bottom and middle right. 
Slight staining, creasing, and general wear. 

A single sheet of paper with 9 couplets, a statement on 
“Universal Reckoning” and graphics explaining Moondog’s 
preferred way to keep time + a short bio. 

Scarce ephemera likely handed out by Moondog himself from his 
usual Times Square location.
 
$250.





Moondog. 
Couplets by. 

New York: Moondog Management, roughly 1969/1970.
Single sheet.
5.25” x 8.5”.

Very Good. 
Vertical fold with some minor creasing and slight soiling. 

A single sheet of paper with 9 couplets (different than those on the 
other “Couplets by Moondog” pamphlet) with a “Note” on back 
providing a short bio.

Scarce ephemera likely handed out by Moondog himself from his 
usual Times Square location. 
 
$200.







Guillermo Deisler.

UNI/vers (;) Visual Poetry and Experimental.
Issue 33.

Halle (Salle), East Germany: UNI/vers (;), 1994.

Assembling edited by Guillermo Deisler from his home in East Germany 
from 1987-1995. Each issue is an edition of 100, each artist contributing  
receiving an issue. 

Any mistakes are my own, consultation of Deisler’s 5 Jahre 5 Years Peace-
dream-Project UNI/vers (;) (1987-1992) has not corrected my own failings at 
reading certain handwriting.

Issue 33 comes enclosed in a shallow cardboard box with a string affixed 
to front, “31” hand stamped in red and a UNI/vers (;) pastedown as well as 
stickers.  

Present is an index sheet. 

44 Works present, many hand stamped, hand signed, hand altered, etc by: 

Gregorio Borchenko, Cesar Figueiredo, Karla Sachse, Willie Marlowe, Litsa 
Kaschau-Spathi, Pat Collins, M.B. Corbet, Ralf Langer, Stefano Schiavaoni, 
Hartmut Graf, W. Mark, Norbert Klassen, Royston du Maurier-Lebek, Val-
entine Verhaeghe, Siggi Liersch, Henning Mittendorf, Paulo Bruscky, Bruno 
Chiarlone, Toner Works, Jurgen O. Olbrich, Pedro Juan Gutierrez, Jurgen 
Kierspel, Pete Spence, Hartmut Andryczuk, ART-NO DOMAIN, Antonio  
Gomez, Andreas & Theo Breuer, Franco Santini, Carlos Montes de Oca,  
Christian Bedor, Thomas Wingrich, Hans-Ulrich Prautzsch, Corpa, R. Axel 
Westphal, Magda Lagerwerf, Clemente Padin, Alberto Rizzi, Virginia M. Rai-
mondi, and Guillermo Deisler. 

Cover by Berchenko, Langer, Kierspel, Stagel, Dahl, Jacob, & Deisler. 

$600.





Guillermo Deisler.
Untitled “Original” Postcard.

Halle (Salle): Self published, No date. 
Postcard. Offset printed. 4 2/16” x 5 3/4”.

Near fine with faint corner wear. 
Back handstamped twice in purple ink: “Original”
and “Guillermo Deisler Thälmannplatz 12 Halle (Salle) DDR - 4020”.

Sharp copy of rare mail art postcard directly acquired
from a mail art participant and publisher
who received this in the mail from Deisler 
sometime mid 1980s to mid 1990s. 
  
$150.





Guillermo Deisler.
Untitled “Original Poetry” Postcard.

Halle (Salle): Self published, No date. 
Postcard. Photo reproduction. 4 5/16” x 6. 

Very good. Light corner bumping and accompanying creasing.
Two small unobtrusive closed tears. 
Back handstamped twice in purple ink: “Original Poetry”
and “Guillermo Deisler Thälmannplatz 12 Halle (Salle) DDR - 4020”.

Very presentable copy of rare mail art postcard 
directly acquired from a mail art participant
and publisher who received this in the mail
from Deisler sometime mid 1980s to mid 1990s. 

$150.





Carmen Winant. 
Essay by Ariel Goldberg.
Notes on Fundamental Joy; seeking the elimination of oppression through 
the social and political transformation of the patriarchy that otherwise threat-
ens to bury us.

New York: Printed Matter, Inc, 2019.
Softcover.
94 pages.
131 color and black and white archival photographs.
Edition of 1000.
Signed with insert. 

Near fine,
but for slight corner wear,
primarily to top spine and front top right. 
Handsome copy of this scarce signed artist’s book. 

Designed by Jena Myung, the experimental work sits at the cross section 
of an artists’ project and historical document, drawing from archival images 
borne out of the Ovulars, a series of darkroom/photography workshops held 
in various feminist & lesbian separatist communes of the early 80s across 
the Pacific Northwest.

Notes on Fundamental Joy holds up the work of JEB, Clytia Fuller, Tee 
Corinne, Ruth Mountaingrove, Katie Niles, Carol Osmer, Honey Lee Cottrell, 
and others, documenting a community of women/womyn in their collective 
embrace of the ‘back to the land’ movement. Through the lens of pervasive 
image-making—women holding cameras, women taking pictures of wom-
en—the project considers the radical potential of social and political opti-
mism predicated on the absence of men.

The photographs are accompanied by a running essay from Winant, 
stretched across the bottom of each page as if a low horizon line, consid-
ering the images’ collective power in picturing intimacy and pleasure. The 
self-reflexive text contends with the pull Winant feels towards these works—
for their unabashedness and beauty—and considers how the images may 

have life and meaning outside of the subculture that produced them.

The book includes a personal essay by writer and artist Ariel Goldberg real-
ized in two parts, understanding the photographs and wider cultural moment 
through a broader gender lexicon and in the context of trans-exclusionism.
Notes on Fundamental Joy; seeking the elimination of oppression through 
the social and political transformation of the patriarchy that otherwise threat-
ens to bury us is printed on Igeba IBO One 60gsm, a lightweight semi-trans-
parent paper which allows for the show-through of images between page, 
creating an exchange and dialog between partially visible photographs.

$225.





Nam June Paik. 
Symphonie Nr. 5.

Place unknown: Nam June Paik, 1965.
18 unbound sheets. 
16 sheets bearing page numbers 
from 223-225 & then 227-239.
5 1/8 x 3 15/16”.
Text in English and German, though almost entirely in German. 

Black print on a white background. 
Composition made up of an uninterrupted sequence of texts, 
musical notations, small collages, photographic images, handwritten notes. 
German translation by Tomas Schmit.

The work, dedicated to Arthus Carlheinz Caspari, is introduced by the sen-
tence: “The eternity-cult is the longest disease of mankind”.

 “schlage an mit steifem penis” is an instruction in the score 
meaning “Strike with a stiff penis”

Work first published on pages 223 - 239 of Happenings/Fluxus/Pop Art/Nou-
veau Réalisme/Ein Documentation edited by Jürgen Becker & Wolf Vostell 
published by Rowohlt, 1965. This reproduces the same pages in a smaller 
format. 
 
$500.



Dick Higgins. 
Three Things. 

New York: Richard C. Higgins, 1965.
1 sheet. 
Black offset on glossy paper.
6 1/2″ x 12”. 

Near fine, 
but for slight corner wear. 

“Celestials (for Bengt af Klintberg),” “Graphis No. 131,” and “Long constella-
tion (Number 10) (for my father)”.

Arguments looks like a mix of concrete poetry and a theatre play, minimised 
to only include the names of the actors. But it can also be viewed as the re-
sult of Carrión’s thesis – a brilliant analysis of the structure of Shakespeare’s 
historic play. The funny thing is that he turned the notes – an academic ob-
ligation for a thesis – into a disagreement with Dr. Uphaus, who makes re-
marks that any teacher looking for inconsistences would make. Carrión’s 
counter-arguments always win. 

Among the playful, nonsensical lists of mostly English first names, the name 
Aart appears at the end. Then, unexpectedly, Ulises addresses his readers 
personally, saying: “My name is Ulises, what ‘s yours?””

$200.



Cavan McCarthy (Editor). 
Tlaloc #13. 

Leeds: Location Press, 1967. 
Staple-bound softcover. 
8” x 10”. 
14 pages. 
Mimeograph printed. 

Near fine with light wear from handling and old horizontal folds. 
Light toning front cover at staples. 

Contributors include: bp nichol, Peter Jones, d.a. levy, E.R. Baxter, 
Thomas Clark, Eric Thacker, Raoul Hausmann, Angela Carter. 
Back cover prints levy’s The Para-Concrete Manifesto.

$125.



Cavan McCarthy (Editor). 
Tlaloc #15. 

Blackburn: Location Press, 1967. 
Staple-bound softcover. 
8” x 10”. 
16 pages. 
Mimeograph printed. 

Near fine with light wear from handling.
Faded library stamp to cover. 

Contributors include: bp Nichol, Anselm Hollo, Veronica Forrest,  
A.D. Bleakley, Michael Beacham, John J. Sharkey.

$125.



Cavan McCarthy (Editor). 
Tlaloc #16. 

Blackburn: Location Press, 1967. 
Staple-bound softcover. 
8” x 13”. 
14 pages. 
Mimeograph printed. 

Very good
with toning and spotting to covers 
as well as creasing and edge wear. 

Contributors include: Andrew Lloyd, Anselm Hollo, Michael Horovitz 
and Arthur Moyse. 

$100.



Payment may be made by credit card, paypal, check, wire transfer or other 
means by prior arrangement. Institutions may be billed accordingly. 
Shipping is additional and will be billed at cost. 
Returns are accepted for any reason within a week of receipt. Please pro-
vide advance notice of the return. All books, ephemera, etc are graded to 
general antiquarian guidelines, with fine being our highest grade, used 
sparingly. 

Jon Glovin. 
fenrickbooks@gmail.com
646-460-3336
Fenrickbooks.com
@fenrickbooks

Ridgewood, New York


